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IDEASQUARE IN BRIEF

“Ideasquare is an experiment to bring together physicists, engineers, 

industrial partners, early-stage researchers and cross-disciplinary 

teams of students to work together on detector R&D and societal 

challenges. The purpose is to co-develop new technologies for 

research purposes, and at the same time, create an open, fruitful 

environment for socially and globally relevant new product ideas and 

innovation.”



IDEASQUARE IS

• a dedicated building, hosting:

• EU-funded detector-related R&D projects

• Innovation events, workshops, hackathons

• Multidisciplinary master level student 

programs

• ...to prototype, experiment and iterate new 

forms of collaboration and co-creation

• … operating in the areas or Research, 

Education and Technology - RET

Research

Education Technology



EXAMPLE: EU-FUNDED DETECTOR 

UPGRADE R&D PROJECT 

• EDUSAFE is a 4-year Marie Curie ITN project, ending 2016

• Training for 10 Early Stage and 2 Experienced Researchers

• Focuses on research into the use of Virtual Reality (VR) and 

Augmented Reality (AR) during planned and emergency 

maintenance in extreme environments

• The result will be an integrated wearable VR/AR system (+control 

system) which can be implemented and tested as a prototype, using 

LHC at CERN as a test and demonstration platform



EXAMPLE: EU-FUNDED DETECTOR 

UPGRADE R&D PROJECT 

• TALENT is a 4-year Marie Curie ITN, ended 2015 

• Provided training for 14 Early Stage and 1 Experienced Researcher

• Focuses on piloting new state-of-the-art technologies on the new 

precision pixel detector: ATLAS Insertable B-Layer (IBL) and for future 

high precision tracking detectors

• The outcome created the means to produce affordable high 

performance detector modules in European industry and respond to 

needs of research infrastructures and industry



EXAMPLE: MASTER-LEVEL STUDENT 

COURSE

• Challenge Based Innovation (CBI) is 6 month MSc-level 
specialization course for product and service development, run by 
participating universities from (currently) 8 countries around the world

• Four runs completed, over 20 final proof-of-concept prototypes 
produced (270 students)

• In the course, multidisciplinary student teams learn how to apply 
Design Thinking – process for new product/service development; 
CERN researchers act as technological coaches in the process

• “Work very hard, learn but have fun!”

• “Fail fast and often to succeed sooner”



Team CBI-Edumind (from EDUSAFE):
Helping autistic kids to communicate
Inspiration from augmented reality research at CERN (Edusafe ITN) 



Team CBI-TALENT: CMPRSSD
How TALENT technologies could be applied to facilitate creation and 
sharing of knowledge? (TALENT ITN): Helping to communicate



EXAMPLE: STUDENT PROJECT PROTOTYPE



EXAMPLE: STUDENT PROJECT PROTOTYPE



SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH ON EXPERIMENTAL INNOVATION

IdeaSquare Journal of Experimental Innovation

• Online, cited (Reuters) open access journal

• Targeted for research on experimental innovation processes

and methodologies, (to be) tested or used at IdeaSquare

• Short, peer-reviewed articles to communicate key results

• Annual workshops to work further on published articles for 

special issues in well-established journals

• First issue in Spring, 2017

• Editor-in-chief: Prof. Saku Makinen (TTY)

• Senior Editors: Prof. Julian Birkinshaw (LBS), Roberto 

Verganti (Milan)



Team CBI-TALENT: CMPRSSD
How TALENT technologies could be applied to facilitate creation and 
sharing of knowledge? (TALENT ITN): Helping to communicate



NEXT STEP WITH STUDENT PROJECTS?

• There is a demand to increase the student output (impact)

• But how to go factor of 10 higher?

• Virtual, MOOP type of innovation platform?

• Could globally distributed CERN physics collaborations get new tools 

from this effort?

• Could IdeaSquare contribute to really cool engineering student 

projects with a societal angle?

• Next generation aircrafts, satellites, cars?



Questions? Comments?

Contact information:

Email

Skype

Let’s get together for a coffee and 

make things happen!


